
H1|Five Pretty, Pastel Succulents That Look Good Enough to Eat 

Meta |Succulent plants have rapidly grown in popularity over the past decade, and rightly so – their 

hardy nature and handy size makes them easy care plants. 

Perfect for today’s busy lives, compromised attention spans, and limited space. 

As well as being an incredibly low maintenance way to announce your ‘plant mom’ or ‘plant daddy’ 

status to the world, succulents come in a huge variety of colours and shapes. You’re probably familiar 

with the luscious green shades available at your nearest nursery, but what about pink, purple, or even 

yellow? 

These days succulents are grown in all kinds of cultivars, and a rainbow of hues. Bright, yet subtle shades 

in pastel pinks and purples are quickly gaining popularity. These softer hues are often enhanced due to 

the presence of ‘farina’, a natural wax on the plant’s surface that repels water and protects the plant 

from insects and sun damage, while also giving the succulent a frosted, or powdery appearance. 

These natural soft colours make pastel succulents great for decorating wedding tables, bouquets or 

regular old home décor. Using succulents for festive adornment gives the occasion a fun, contemporary 

look that’ll impress your guests and create memories (and look great on Insta feeds!). 

1. Echeveria ‘Hen and Chicks’ 

Probably the most common and popular succulent, the hardy and fun-sized rosette-shaped 

echeveria comes in the usual greens as well as plenty of pretty pale colours. Echeveria also comes in 

a number of different shaped leaves for that extra variety. Echeveria’s the perfect size for your shelf 

or as a filler for wreaths and other floral arrangements. It’s also known for propagating ‘offsets’ or 

mini versions of itself, hence the common name ‘hen and chicks’. 

2. Pachysedum ganzou ‘Propeller Plant’ 

We think this succulent looks like banana lollies with its oval-shaped lobes that come in pale pink, 

grape purple, and subtle yellow, green and even orangey-peach tones. Pachysedum can also come 

in variegated or bi-coloured varieties which will add some punchy, visual interest to your shelf or 

flower arrangement. Pachysedum also sports pretty, bell shaped flowers in the spring.  

3. Graptopetalum ‘Leatherpetal’ 

With a roughly flower-like shape, Graptopetalum comes in a huge variety of sizes, and its thick, 

fleshy leaves can take on a rounded appearance similar to pebbles (or fruity mentos). Similar to 

pachysedum, this succulent comes in purple, pale green, yellows and oranges. It also comes in  

4. Crassula ‘Buddha’s Temple’ 

The thing that grabs your attention about this succulent plant is its unusual shape. Looking like 

something out of an Escher painting, this plant’s stacked, geometric leaves create a look not unlike a 

trippy pagoda. This succulent is striking enough on its own, but when in bloom, the plant sprouts 

beautiful pastel pink flowers from the crown that look like a birthday cake. 

5. Kalanchoe ‘Katy’ 



Already a popular houseplant, Kalanchoe is grown primarily for its brightly coloured flowers which 

bloom all year round.  As well as hot pink and fire engine red, Kalanchoes come in pastel, peachy 

hues as well, as variegated or bi-coloured varieties, with paler leaves that would look equally 

stunning as a pot plant or in an arrangement. 

 


